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distributed equalizer, 93, 98, 104
distributed synthesis, 67, 78
active circuit, 12, 13
double matching, 40
dual matching, 40
active microwave filters, 181
actively matching, 40
ALCATEL SPACE, 96, 206
drain, 2, 62
antenna, 219, 223
driver amplifier, 63
antenna computer aided design (ACAD)
dummy transistor (passive device), 209
program, 219
equalization, 37
treborescent linear power amplifier, 175
equalizer, 38, 68, 114, 207, 213
treborescent structure, 175
equalization, 37
attenuation constant, 20
error (function, vector), 40, 45
bias circuit, 2, 75
fiber optic receiver (system), 59, 101
electrode length, 21
CAD technique, tools, 37
forward transmission, 3
cascade, 73
FR program (distributed), 99
cad technique, 37
characteristic impedance (admittance), 3
FR program (filter), 182, 198
circuit, 220
FREEL program, 64, 68, 94
circulator, 220
frequency band, 60, 63
circuit, 220
front-end receiver, 114
CNET (French National Center of Electronic &
FREELCDD program (filter), 182, 198
Telecommunications), 60, 92, 94, 118
gain (compression), 5, 7, 60, 93, 95
cubic spline, 157
gate, 2, 62
dummy transistor (passive device), 209
gold wire, 60
darborescent linear power amplifier, 175
driver amplifier, 63
darborescent structure, 175
equalization, 37
distribution constant, 20
equalizer, 38, 68, 114, 207, 213
equalization, 37
error (function, vector), 40, 45
fiber optic receiver (system), 59, 101
GaAs technology, 60, 64, 93, 202
gain (compression), 5, 7, 60, 93, 95
gate, 2, 62
gold wire, 60
gradient, 46
dual matching, 40
front-end receiver, 114
high electron mobility transistors (HEMT), 63, 93, 94
high pass stub, 69, 105
horn antenna, 224
Hurwitz polynomials, 40, 52, 69
hybrid amplifier, 59, 61
ideal transformer, 257
image network technique, 125
incident wave, 3
inductor, 60
INFINEON, 159, 176
input impedance (admittance), 5, 15, 22, 27
input (output) reflection coefficient, 2, 43
input (output) transmission coefficient, 2
intrinsic gain, 9
iteration, first, second,…iteration, 47
Jacobian matrix, 46, 47, 75
Kuroda identity (first, second), 28
Laplace variable, 38
large signal, 154
layered ceramic, 60
lay out, 145
least square, 38, 43
left half root, 40, 52, 69
Levenberg–Marquardt–More optimization, 38, 41, 44, 46, 75, 239
LIDAR, 216
linear power amplifier, 172
linear power optimization, 172
load to source, 3, 5, 9
loop gain, 4
lossless two-port, 254
lossy distributed, 121, 127
lossy junction, 121
low pass stub, 69, 105
lumped ladder, 55
Mason formula, 7
matching network, 9
MATLAB, 51, 79, 82, 140, 192
maximum added power, 154
measured scattering parameters, 50
MESFET, 57, 92, 200
microwave integrated circuit (MIC), 97, 182, 203, 204
monolithic amplifier, 62
multi-stage active filter, 38, 182
multi-stage microwave distributed amplifier, 68, 70
multi-stage microwave lumped amplifier, 38, 48
multi-stage power amplifier, 38, 151
multi-stage transducer gain, 38, 40, 229
multi-stage trans-impedance amplifier, 38, 103
NEC, 97, 144, 198
Newton method, 48, 242
noise conductance (resistance), 60, 73
noise correlation matrix, 245
noise current density, 118
noise factor (F), 2, 10, 12, 60, 73, 246
noise model, 58, 114
non-commensurate amplifier, 96
non symmetrical roots, 130
OMMIC (Philips), 64
open circuited stub, 24
optical communication, 64
optimization, 41, 44, 70, 74, 109, 133
oscillations, 10
output, 6
PAE, 170
parallel, 15, 24
permittivity, 21
phase constant (velocity), 19, 21
phase delay, 187
PLESSEY III-V foundry, 62
power amplifier, 8
quarter-wavelength transmission line, 26
radar cross section (RCS), 219
radar receiver, 207, 213
reactive feedback, 57
real frequency technique (RFT), 37
reciprocal two-port, 39
reflected wave, 3
reflection coefficient, 5, 11, 43
resistive adaptation, 57
resistive feedback, 57
return loss (reflection), 64
RF-CAD POWER program, 166
Richards’s theorem, 78
Richards’s transformation (variable), 25, 28, 68, 74, 163
satellite, 1, 151
scattering matrix (S), parameters, 2, 6, 19, 38, 58
series, 14, 24
short circuited, 24
source, 68
speed of the light, 21
SRC program (equalizer) 207, 213
stability (factor), 2, 9, 64
star antenna, 223
SYNTARD lossy amplifier program, 121
synthesis procedure, 55, 90, 127, 135, 189, 253
target function, 208, 234
TOUCHTONE®, 95, 96
transducer power gain (TPG), 8, 48, 70
transfer function (matrix), 253
trans-impedance amplifier (gain), 38, 101
trans-impedance program (TRANS), 101, 118
transistor-feedback-block (TFB), 57, 59
transmission line, 21, 67
transmission zero, 38, 103, 183, 213
transverse electro-magnetic (TEM), 201
two-dimensional interpolation, 156, 159
two-port, 2
ultra-broadband, 64
UMS THOMSON foundry, 176, 202
unconditional stability, 10
uniform transmission line, 19
unilateral, 8, 9
unit element (UE), 21, 23, 83, 85, 116
voltage standing wave ratio (VSWR), 6, 39, 45, 48, 72, 109, 146, 186
wavelength, 21
weight function, 52, 53